
Mr Badger
caring beautiful rude happy

angry friendly ugly evil

clever handsome kind honest

nasty gentle pretty wicked

cross grumpy horrible brave

shy charming noble polite

wise calm bold helpful

scary smart furious unkind

cruel cunning mean

Can you write a paragraph about this character?
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Mrs Fox
caring beautiful rude happy

angry friendly ugly evil

clever handsome kind honest

nasty gentle pretty wicked

cross grumpy horrible brave

shy charming noble polite

wise calm bold helpful

scary smart furious unkind

cruel cunning mean

Can you write a paragraph about this character?
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Mr Fox
caring beautiful rude happy

angry friendly ugly evil

clever handsome kind honest

nasty gentle pretty wicked

cross grumpy horrible brave

shy charming noble polite

wise calm bold helpful

scary smart furious unkind

cruel cunning mean

Can you write a paragraph about this character?
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Small foxes
caring beautiful rude happy

angry friendly ugly evil

clever handsome kind honest

nasty gentle pretty wicked

cross grumpy horrible brave

shy charming noble polite

wise calm bold helpful

scary smart furious unkind

cruel cunning mean

Can you write a paragraph about this character?
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Boggis
caring beautiful rude happy

angry friendly ugly evil

clever handsome kind honest

nasty gentle pretty wicked

cross grumpy horrible brave

shy charming noble polite

wise calm bold helpful

scary smart furious unkind

cruel cunning mean

Can you write a paragraph about this character?
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Bunce
caring beautiful rude happy

angry friendly ugly evil

clever handsome kind honest

nasty gentle pretty wicked

cross grumpy horrible brave

shy charming noble polite

wise calm bold helpful

scary smart furious unkind

cruel cunning mean

Can you write a paragraph about this character?
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Bean
caring beautiful rude happy

angry friendly ugly evil

clever handsome kind honest

nasty gentle pretty wicked

cross grumpy horrible brave

shy charming noble polite

wise calm bold helpful

scary smart furious unkind

cruel cunning mean

Can you write a paragraph about this character?
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